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1. INTRODUCTION 
A harmonic mapping of the unit disc D onto a domain R c C is a 
complex-valued harmonic function w = f(z) which maps D univalently 
onto R. Each such mapping has a canonical representation f = h + ,ij, 
where h and g are analytic in D and g(0) = 0. One says that f is 
sense-preseruing if it has positive Jacobian lh'(z)I2 - lg'(z)I2 in D. Its 
dilatation w = g' /h '  is then analytic in ED with lw(z)l < 1. 
An effective device for producing harmonic mappings with prescribed 
dilatation is the shear construction introduced by Clunie and Sheil-Small 
[Z]. The method rests on the following theorem. A domain R c C is said to 
be convex in the horizontal direction if its intersection with each horizontal 
line is connected (or empty). 
Let f = h + jj be harmonic and locally univalent in the unit 
disc. Then f is univalent and its range is convex in the horizontal direction if 
and only if the analytic function cp = h - g has the same properties. 
In applying the theorem to construct sense-preserving harmonic map- 
pings with prescribed dilatation, one begins with a conformal mapping cp 
of the disc onto a region convex in the horizontal direction, and an 
THEOREM A. 
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arbitrary analytic function w with lw(z)l < 1 in D. The relations cp = h - g 
and w = g ' / h  then lead to a pair of linear equations for h' and g ' ,  from 
which h and g are determined by integration, under the usual normaliza- 
tion h(0) = g(0) = 0. 
Clunie and Sheil-Small used the method to construct the "harmonic 
Koebe function" and an important harmonic half-plane mapping, both 
with dilatation w ( z )  = z.  Greiner [5, GI  systematically investigated har- 
monic shears of conformal mappings onto discs, infinite strips, and other 
regions. Non-quasiconformal mappings, whose dilatations are not bounded 
away from 1, are of special interest. Most of Greiner's examples have 
dilatation w ( z )  = z" ,  n = l , Z ,  ... . For further discussion of the shear 
construction, see [4]. 
In principle, it is possible to construct harmonic shears of conformal 
mappings onto convex polygons, since they are given by the 
Schwarz-Christoffel formula, but the resulting integrals are not elemen- 
tary. The purpose of this paper is to derive explicit expressions for 
harmonic shears of regular polygons of order n in terms of hypergeometric 
functions. It is then possible to obtain graphical images of the mappings, 
for different choices of n,  with the help of Muthemutica. When n is even, 
we also obtain formulas for the minimal surfaces associated with the 
harmonic shears having dilatation w ( z )  = zn .  
2. HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Let us begin with a Schwarz-Christoffel mapping cp of the unit disc onto 
the inside of a regular polygon of order n,  carrying the nth roots of unity 
to the vertices. Then (see for instance Nehari [8, p. 1961) the mapping can 
be taken to have the form 
A direct calculation shows that 
1 
and 
cp( e 2 k 7 r / r l )  = Ce2k7rl/Fl , k = 1 , 2  , . . . ,  a - 1 ,  
so that cp maps D onto a polygon with vertices CeBkW'/ ' ' ,  k = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n. 
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Our first task is to compute the harmonic shear f = h + ,ij of cp with the 
natural choice of dilatation w ( z )  = zn.  Setting cp = h - g and w = g ‘ / h ,  
we have the pair of linear equations 
h’(z)  - g ’ ( z )  = (1  - zll)-z’n; z”h’(z) - g ’ ( z )  = 0 
Then 
Putting u = in, we find 
Next set u = zr2t to obtain 
A similar analysis gives 
Recall now that the hypergeometric function is defined by 
where 
( a ) ,  = a (  a + 1) ... ( a + n - 1) = r( + n ) / r (  a ) ,  E c 
is Pochhammer’s symbol. The Euler integral representation (see Rainville 
[lo,  p. 471) is 
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for Re{c} > Re{b} > 0. Taking a = 1 + :, b = i, c = 1 + i, we conclude 
that 
and we find similarly that 
The mapping function cp can be analyzed in a similar way, with the 
result that 
Alternatively, this formula can be obtained from those for h ( z )  and g ( z )  
with the help of the contiguous relation for hypergeometric functions (see 
Rainville [lo,  p. 711): 
b 
F ( u ,  b ;  C ;  Z )  - - zF(u ,  b + 1; c + 1; Z )  = F ( u  - 1,  b ;  C ;  z ) .  
C 
The same identity, together with the identity 
( c  - a - b ) F ( a ,  b ;  c ;  z )  = ( c  - a ) F ( a  - 1,  b ;  c ;  z )  
- b ( l  - z ) F ( u , ~ +  ~ ; c ; z )  
can be used to derive the remarkable relation 
h( z )  + g (  z )  = z (  1 - z " )  - 2 / n .  
Alternatively, this relation can be verified by direct integration. 
It is evident from the original integral formulas for h ( z )  and g ( z )  that 
the harmonic shear f of the n-gon with dilatation z n  converges to the 
identity as n + a, uniformly on compact subsets of the disc. 
Figure 1 shows graphical images, produced with Mathematica from the 
formulas derived above, of both the conformal mapping cp onto a regular 
n-gon and its harmonic shear f with dilatation z" ,  for n = 3 ,4 ,5 ,6 .  For 
each function the image of the unit circle is shown, together with images of 
concentric circles and radial lines. Figure 2 shows the images of the 
rotated conformal mapping 
(x.1 = e-'"/4cp( e'"/4z) 
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FIG. 1. Conformal mapping to n-gon and harmonic shear, n = 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 .  
of the disc onto a square aligned with the coordinate axes, and its 
harmonic shear with dilatation -z4, 
f( z )  = h( z) + go, 
where 
A(.) - g ( z )  =zq+,+ ; : ;  -z4) = @(z),  
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FIG. 2. Harmonic shear of square with dilatation -z4, 
and 
i ( z )  + R^(z) = z (  1 + Z 4 ) y  
3. HARMONIC SHEARS WITH OTHER DILATATIONS 
Although the choice of dilatation w ( z )  = z n  is natural when shearing 
the conformal mapping q(z)  from the unit disc onto a regular polygon of 
order n ,  it is nevertheless interesting to investigate the harmonic shears 
that arise from other choices of dilatation dz) = z k ,  k f n. As an 
example, we consider the shear of a regular 2m-gon with dilatation z m ,  for 
m = 2 , 3 , .  . . . Then the conformal mapping is 
- l / m  
q ( z )  = j2(l -p*) d i = h ( z )  - g ( z ) ,  
0 
and for dilatation 
h’(z)  - g’ 
Then 
dz) = z m  we must solve the pair of linear equations 
- l / m  z )  = (1  - z2m) , z”h’(z) - g ’ ( z )  = 0. 
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Using the techniques as detailed above and the same contiguous relations 
as before, we find 
while 
h ( z )  + g ( z )  = 2- 
m + l  
- l / m  + z (  1 - P )  
Once again, it is clear from the original integral formulas for h and g 
that these harmonic mappings f ( z )  = h ( z )  + g( z )  converge to z uni- 
formly on compact subsets of D as m + m. Figure 3 shows Muthematica 
renditions of the mapping f for the diamond, hexagon, octagon, and 
decagon; hence for m = 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 .  
For the dilatation w ( z )  = z ,  we find in a similar way that the harmonic 
shear f = h + jj of the regular n-gon has 
- 
2 k + l  k + l  
n k = O  
and 
2 k + l  k + l  
n k =  1 
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n = 4  n = 6  
n = 8  n = 10 
Harmonic shear of n-gon with dilatation z’’’’. FIG. 3. 
For n = 4,  the above expressions for h ( z )  and g ( z )  can be simplified to 
yield 
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FIG. 4. Harmonic shear of diamond with dilatation z. 
and it follows rather immediately from the contiguous relations we have 
used throughout that 
h ( z )  - g ( z )  = cp(z), 
and 
h ( z )  + g ( z )  = + (1  + z + z 2 ) ( 1  - z ~ ) - ~ "  - 1. 
This harmonic shear of the diamond with dilatation z is shown in Figure 4. 
4. MINIMAL SURFACES 
It is known that a surface represented by isothermal (or conformal) 
parameters is a minimal surface if and only if the three coordinate 
functions are harmonic. A sense-preserving harmonic mapping f = h + ,ij 
can be lifted to a minimal surface expressed by isothermal parameters if 
and only if its dilatation w = g'/h' is the square of an analytic function. 
Equivalently, its zeros (if any) must be of even order. If w = 4' for some 
function q analytic in ED, then the associated minimal surface has the form 
u = Re{f(z)} ,  L' = Im{f(z)},  w = ZIm{+(z)},  
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n = 6  
FIG. 5. Minimal surface over shear of n-gon with dilatation 2". 
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See [9, 7, 41 for information about minimal surfaces and their relation to 
harmonic mappings. 
For a harmonic shear f = h + g of a regular n-gon with dilatation 
w ( z )  = z” where n is even, say n = 2m, we have q ( z )  = z m  and h’(z) = 
, so the height of the minimal surface is determined by the 
integral 
(1 - z 1 1 ) - 1 - 2 / r l  
Therefore, it follows from the Euler integral representation that 
1 m + l  3 m + 1  znz+ 1 
+ ( z >  = ; z Z m  
since n = 2m. 
Figure 5 depicts the minimal surfaces above the harmonic shears of the 
diamond and the hexagon ( n  = 4 and 6). The former is a “monkey-saddle” 
surface, while the latter is a double saddle. 
5. CONFORMAL PRESHEARS OF HARMONIC MAPPINGS 
TO POLYGONS 
We now turn to a kind of inverse question. What conformal mappings 
can be sheared to harmonic mappings onto polygons? 
A harmonic mapping of the unit disc onto a convex polygonal region can 
be constructed in a canonical way by computing the Poisson integral of a 
piecewise-constant boundary function that carries subarcs of the unit circle 
onto the successive vertices of the polygon. The mapping function reduces 
to particularly elegant form when the target region is taken to be a regular 
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n-gon inscribed in the unit circle, with vertices at the nth roots of unity. 
More specifically, let a = e 2 T L / n  be a primitive root of unity, and define 
the function lies on the circular arc centered at 
ak ,  of length 2.rr/n. The harmonic extension f ( z )  to the disc, defined as 
the Poisson integral of do('), can be shown to be univalent in D, mapping it 
onto the n-gon with vertices a k ,  k = 0, 1 , .  . . , n - 1. For convenience, let 
p = &= e'"/". Then the kth subarc extends from pZk- '  to pZk" ,  and 
the mapping function is found to be 
to equal ak  when 
while its dilatation is w ( z )  = z'lp '. For further details, see [ l l ,  41. 
Since f = h + ,ij is convex in the horizontal direction, it follows from 
Theorem A that it is the harmonic shear (with dilatation znp2) of the 
conformal mapping cp = h - g ,  which is also convex in the horizontal 
n = 3  n = 4  
n = 5  n = 6  
Conformal preshear of harmonic mapping to n-gori. FIG. 6. 
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direction. This mapping cp is called the conformal preshear of f .  It is 
interesting to ask for the mapping properties of cp. 
A short calculation shows that cp has the form 
It is apparent from considerations of Euclidean geometry that cp(z> has 
constant imaginary part on the kth subarc of the circle, with endpoints 
p Z k - l  and p Z k + l .  In fact, it can be shown that cp maps the disc confor- 
mally onto a horizontal strip minus a system of horizontal slits. Figure 6 
shows Mathematica renditions of the images of the disc under cp, for 
n = 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 .  In each case, the slits extend toward the “exposed vertices” 
of the polygon, those vertices that lie in the interior of the smallest 
horizontal strip containing the polygon. It would be desirable to find an 
analytic proof that this phenomenon actually occurs for every n. 
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